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ace In tennis and similar games serve an ace against an opponent.
An ace reporter.

better Make something better improve.
You re a better man than I am Gunga Din.

calibre Diameter of a tube or gun barrel.
A small calibre revolver.

exalted Of a noble, elevated, or lofty nature.
I felt exalted and newly alive.

exceed Go beyond what is allowed or stipulated by (a set limit.
Their loyalty exceeds their national bonds.

excellent Extremely good; outstanding.
Made an excellent speech.

exemplary Being or serving as an illustration of a type.
An action exemplary of his conduct.

fine Characterized by elegance or refinement or accomplishment.
He has a fine eye for the detail and texture of social scenery.

innately As an inborn characteristic; naturally.
Innately flawed policies.

outdistance Go far ahead of.
She could maintain a fast enough pace to outdistance any pursuers.

outdo Be superior to in action or performance.
She outdoes all other athletes.

outpace Go, rise, or improve faster than.
Import growth outpaced export growth in the second quarter.

outrun Escape from.
It s harder than anyone imagines to outrun destiny.
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outstanding Owed as a debt.
Outstanding bills.

outstrip Move faster than and overtake (someone else.
During the morning warm up he once again outstripped the field.

outwit Deceive by greater ingenuity.
Ray had outwitted many an opponent.

overreach An injury to a forefoot of a horse resulting from its having overreached.
Faustus s lunacy in thinking he can overreach the devil.

overstep Be superior or better than some standard.
You must not overstep your borrowing limit.

overtake Catch up with and possibly overtake.
Weariness overtook him and he retired to bed.

phenomenal Remarkable or exceptional, especially exceptionally good.
Phenomenal feats of memory.

rushing
The action of advancing rapidly towards an opposing player, especially the
quarterback.
There is no defensive rushing allowed during the kick.

superb
Used in names of birds with attractive or colourful plumage e g superb
lyrebird.
A superb meal.

superior Of high or superior quality or performance.
He is superior to fear.

surpass Do or be better than ever before.
Pre war levels of production were surpassed in 1929.

surpassing Exceeding or surpassing usual limits especially in excellence.
A picture of surpassing beauty.

transcend Surpass (a person or achievement.
This was an issue transcending party politics.

transcendent Beyond or above the range of normal or physical human experience.
Her transcendent beauty.

transgress Go beyond the limits of (what is morally, socially, or legally acceptable.
She had transgressed an unwritten social law.

unsurpassed Better or greater than any other.
The quality of workmanship is unsurpassed.

victor A code word representing the letter V, used in radio communication.
Congratulations to the victors.
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